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METHODS FOR FAT QUANTIFICATION 
WITH CORRECTION FOR NOISE BIAS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the bene?t of and is a divisional 
application of US. patent application Ser. No. 11/923,369 
?led on Oct. 24, 2007 now US. Pat. No. 8,000,769, and 
entitled “Methods for Fat Quanti?cation With Correction for 
Noise Bias.” 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The ?eld of the invention is magnetic resonance imaging 
(“MRI”) methods and systems. More particularly, the inven 
tion relates to methods for fat quanti?cation, such as deter 
mining a fat fraction, With correction for noise bias. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

When a substance such as human tissue is subjected to a 
uniform magnetic ?eld (polarizing ?eld BO), the individual 
magnetic moments of the spins in the tissue attempt to align 
With this polarizing ?eld, but process about it in random order 
at their characteristic Larmor frequency. If the substance, or 
tissue, is subjected to a magnetic ?eld (excitation ?eld B 1) 
Which is in the x-y plane and Which is near the Larmor 
frequency, the net aligned moment, MZ, may be rotated, or 
“tipped”, into the x-y plane to produce a net transverse mag 
netic moment Mt. A signal is emitted by the excited spins after 
the excitation signal B1 is terminated, this signal may be 
received and processed to form an image. 
When utiliZing these signals to produce images, magnetic 

?eld gradients (Gx, Gy and G2) are employed. Typically, the 
region to be imaged is scanned by a sequence of measurement 
cycles in Which these gradients vary according to the particu 
lar localiZation method being used. The resulting set of 
received NMR signals are digitiZed and processed to recon 
struct the image using one of many Well knoWn reconstruc 
tion techniques. 

In an magnetic resonance imaging sequence, a uniform 
magnetic ?eld B0 is applied to an imaged object along the Z 
axis of a Cartesian coordinate system. The effect of the mag 
netic ?eld B0 is to align the object’s nuclear spins along the Z 
axis. In this ?eld, the nuclei resonate at their Larmor frequen 
cies according to 00w BO, Where no is the Larmor frequency, 
and y is the gyromagnetic ratio Which is a property of the 
particular nucleus. The nuclei respond to RF pulses at this 
frequency by tipping their longitudinal magnetiZation into the 
transverse, x-y plane. Hydrogen (protons) in Water, because 
of its relative abundance in biological tissue and the proper 
ties of its proton nuclei, is the imaging species of choice for 
mo st MRI applications. The value of the gyromagnetic ratio y 
for protons in Water is 4.26 kHz/Gauss and therefore in a 1.5 
Tesla polariZing magnetic ?eld BO, the resonant or Larmor 
frequency of Water protons is approximately 63.9 MHZ. 

Materials other than Water, principally fat, are also to be 
found in biological tissue and have different gyromagnetic 
ratios. The Larmor frequency of protons in fat is approxi 
mately 210 HZ loWer than that of protons in Water in a 1.5 
Tesla polariZing magnetic ?eld B0. The difference betWeen 
the Larmor frequencies of such different isotopes or species 
of the same nucleus, namely protons, is termed chemical 
shift, re?ecting the differing chemical environments of the 
tWo species. 
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2 
In the Well knoWn slice selective RF pulse sequence, a slice 

selective magnetic ?eld gradient G2 is applied at the time of 
the RF pulse so that only the nuclei in a slice through the 
object in an x-y plane are excited. After the excitation of the 
nuclei, magnetic ?eld gradients are applied along the x and y 
axes and an NMR signal is acquired. The readout gradient G,C 
along the x axis causes the nuclei to process at different 
resonant frequencies depending on their position along the x 
axis; that is, G,C spatially encodes the processing nuclei by 
frequency. But because Water and fat spins resonate at differ 
ent frequencies, even When they are in the same location, their 
locations in the reconstructed image Will be shifted With 
respect to each other. This is particularly problematic on the 
boundaries of tissues or organs Where this chemical shift can 
cause blurring or multiple edges. 

There is a large body of Work that has been developed to 
selectively suppress certain signals such as the signals from 
fat. Reliable and uniform fat suppression is essential for accu 
rate diagnoses in many areas of MRI. This is particularly true 
for MRI applications using certain pulse sequences such as 
fast spin-echo (FSE), steady-state free procession (SSFP) and 
gradient echo (GRE) imaging, in Which fat is bright in the 
resultant images and may obscure underling pathology. 
Although conventional fat saturation may be adequate for 
areas of the body With a relative homogeneous BO ?eld, there 
are applications in Which fat saturation routinely fails. This is 
particularly true for extremity imaging, off-isocenter imag 
ing, large ?eld of vieW (FOV) imaging, and challenging areas 
such as the brachial plexus and skull based, as Well as many 
others. Short-TI inversion recovery (STIR) imaging provides 
uniform fat suppression, but at a cost of reduced signal-to 
noise ratio (SNR) for the Water image and mixed contrast that 
is dependent on T1, (Bydder G M, Pennock J M, Steiner R E, 
Khenia S, Payne J A, Young I R, The Short T1 Inversion 
Recovery SequenceiAn Approach To MR Imaging Of The 
Abdomen, Magn. Reson. Imaging 1985; 3(3):251-254). This 
latter disadvantage limits STIR imaging to T2 Weighted 
(TZW) applications, such that current T 1 Weighted (T lW) 
applications rely solely on conventional fat-saturation meth 
ods. Another fat suppression technique is the use of spectral 
spatial or Water selective pulses; hoWever, this method is also 
sensitive to ?eld inhomogeneities, (Meyer C H, Pauly J M, 
Macovski A, Nishimura D G, Simultaneous Spatial And 
Spectral Selective Excitation, Magn. Reson. Med. 1990; 
15(2):287-304). 

Other techniques have also been developed to obtain sepa 
rate Water and/or fat images. For example, “In and Out of 
Phase” Imaging Was ?rst described by Dixon in 1984, and is 
used to exploit the difference in chemical shifts betWeen 
Water and fat in order to separate Water and fat into separate 
images, Dixon W. Simple Proton Spectroscopic Imaging, 
Radiology 1984; 153:189-194. Glover et al. further re?ned 
this approach in 1991 With a 3 point method that accounts for 
magnetic ?eld inhomogeneities created by susceptibility dif 
ferences, Glover G H, Schneider E, Three-Point Dixon Tech 
nique For True Water/Fat Decomposition With B0 Inhomo 
geneity Correction, Magn. Reson. Med. 1991; 18(2):371 
383; Glover G, Multipoint Dixon Technique For Water and 
Fat Proton and Susceptibility Imaging, Journal of Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging 1991; 1:521-530. Hardy et al ?rst applied 
this method With FSE imaging by acquiring three images With 
the readout centered at the spin-echo for one image and sym 
metrically before and after the spin-echo in the subsequent 
tWo images, Hardy PA, Hinks R S, Tkach J A, Separation Of 
Fat And Water In Fast Spin-Echo MR Imaging With The 
Three-Point Dixon Technique, J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 
1995; 5(2):181-195. 
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Also recently, a Water-fat separation method known as 
IDEAL (Iterative Decomposition of Water and fat With Echo 
Asymmetry and Least squares estimation) has been described 
by Reeder S, Pineda A, Wen Z, et al., in Iterative Decompo 
sition of Water and Fat With Echo Asymmetry and Least 
Squares Estimation (IDEAL): Application With Fast Spin 
echo Imaging, Magn Reson Med 2005; 54(3); 636-644. 
IDEAL is an SNR-ef?cient method that uses ?exible echo 
spacings and When combined With optimiZed echo spacings 
can provide the best possible SNR performance. 

In addition to separation of Water and fat, the accurate 
quanti?cation of fat, especially in the liver, is an increasingly 
important unmet need. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease is a 
term that incorporates a spectrum of histologic ?ndings rang 
ing from simple steatosis (fatty in?ltration) to ?brosis, cir 
rhosis and liver failure. Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis is an 
intermediate stage characteriZed by steatosis and hepatic cell 
in?ammation. These liver changes can progress to cirrhosis 
and even death, such that it is desirable to be able to accurately 
measure fat in the liver in order to provide early treatment and 
prevent progression of the disease. Currently, the de?nitive 
diagnosis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease is determined 
With a liver biopsy. 
MRI is a non-invasive method that can also be used to 

detect fatty in?ltration of the liver, although quanti?cation of 
fat in the liver has been limited, due to limitations in estima 
tion of Water and fat signals, including the effects of image 
noise bias, as explained beloW. 

Consider the signal model for a voxel containing Water (W) 
and fat (F), With a chemical shift frequency of Af, Which 
depends on the magnitude of the magnetic ?eld BO (e.g., —2 l 0 
HZ at 1.5 T and —420 HZ at 3 T), acquired at an echo time of 
t . 
n. 

Where (pWis the time-independent phase of Water and (PF is 
the time independent phase of fat, and these phases can be 
unequal to each other; 11) is the local ?eld inhomogeneity map 
(HZ); and W and F are real. 

If a number N of images are acquired corresponding to 
different echo times tn, then methods such as IDEAL can be 
used to provide an estimate of the ?eld inhomogeneity map 11), 
demodulate the effects of the ?eld map from the signal and 
subsequently decompose the Water and fat signals into differ 
ent images, i.e., to provide estimates of a complex Water 
component WIWei‘I’W, and a complex fat component, EIFei‘I’F. 

There are several advantages to using the above signal 
model and alloWing the phase of Water and fat to be indepen 
dent. The major advantage is that errors in the presumed 
chemical shift betWeen Water and fat (denoted by Af) will 
manifest primarily as phase errors in these complex compo 
nents W and F, rather than as magnitude errors. For many 
applications, accurate estimation of the magnitude of Water 
and fat signals is far more important. Therefore, although the 
phase angles could be set equal to one another, for estimation 
purposes, it is preferred that they be independent. Then, in 
order to calculate the fat fraction 11, de?ned as: 

_ F Equation 2 

F + W ’ 

The magnitudes of complex quantities W and E are calcu 
lated (i.e. |W| and IFI) and used to calculate the fat fraction 
according to: 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One aspect of the present invention is the realiZation that 
the magnitude image data calculated from the decomposed 
complex Water and fat image signals is not su?icient to pro 
vide an accurate calculation of fat fraction at a loW SNR. 
Thus, While solving Equation 1 above provides estimates of 
the complex Water and fat signals at a voxel, and the magni 
tudes of these complex Water and fat signals can be calculated 
and used in Equation 3 to provide a reasonably accurate 
calculation of fat fraction When there is little noise, With 
greater amounts of noise, a bias Will be introduced that should 
be considered When calculating true fat fraction. This bias is 
especially prevalent at loW fat fractions and high fat fractions 
(loW Water fractions). In particular, the noise in complex MR 
images is Gaussian With Zero mean, as shoWn in FIG. 1(a). 
HoWever, most MR images are displayed as magnitude 
images. In areas With a high signal to noise ratio (SNR greater 
than approximately 3-5), the noise statistics are unaffected 
and remain Gaussian With Zero mean. HoWever in regions of 
loW signal to noise ratio (SNR less than 3-5), the noise dis 
tribution is skeWed and is in fact a Rician distribution having 
a biased, non-Zero mean, such as is shoWn in FIG. 1(b) for 
magnitude image data that is calculated from the complex 
image signals. In such a case, if the magnitude image data is 
used to calculate the fat fraction, then the fat fraction Will have 
bias, as illustrated in FIG. 2. Speci?cally, FIG. 2 shoWs the 
effect of the noise bias in a Monte Carlo simulation that uses 
magnitude data in the presence of Zero mean Gaussian noise 
based on a SNR of 10 (ignoring the effects of Ti). Note that a 
calculated fat fraction is most inaccurate if it has a value near 
Zero or a value near one. A positive bias of nearly 10% is seen 
When the true fat fraction is Zero. Thus, measurement of loW 
and high fat fractions Will be biased if magnitude image fat 
data calculated from complex image signals is used to calcu 
late the fat fraction. This is of great clinical relevance, because 
the detection of early steatosis is extremely importantiit is 
the earliest biomarker of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. 

Noise bias can be reduced by adjusting the image param 
eters to increase the SNR of the image, but this is not alWays 
a practical solution and may require excessive signal averag 
ing and/ or unacceptable reductions in spatial resolution. 
Thus, a general object of the present invention is to provide 
Ways to reduce or correct for the noise bias that occurs in loW 
SNR images, particularly at loW fat fractions. This noise bias 
correction is especially important in applications such as liver 
imaging Where it is desirable to accurately quantify a fat 
fraction of the liver, although this also applies to fatty depo 
sition in other tissues of interest including, but not limited to, 
skeletal muscle and adrenal glands. 
One aspect of the invention is a correction for the noise bias 

using a phase constrained method. In one embodiment, unlike 
the signal model of Equation 1, Where the phase of Water and 
fat are assumed to be independent, a signal model is devel 
oped Where the phase of Water and fat are assumed to have a 
common, equal phase, i.e. Equation 1 is reWritten as folloWs: 

Where 4) is a common, time independent phase shift. This is 
a very reasonable assumption since the phase of Water and fat 
Within a voxel can be expected to be equal. Next, IDEAL can 
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be modi?ed to a phase constrained IDEAL decomposition 
algorithm, Which is used to solve Equation 4 for W or F 
directly, i.e., to solve for a real Water component and/ or a real 
fat component, rather than solving Equation 1 for complex 
quantities W and E. In this manner, there is no need to calcu 
late the magnitude of a complex signal to calculate the fat 
fraction, such that calculating a fat fraction directly from the 
real Water and fat components reduces its noise bias. As 
shoWn in FIG. 3, a Monte Carlo simulation demonstrates that 
the use of a phased constrained IDEAL decomposition com 
pletely removes the bias seen at loW and high values of fat 
fraction. 

Another aspect of the invention is a correction of the noise 
bias using a signal normalization method. In one embodiment 
of a signal normalization method, an in-phase image signal is 
acquired corresponding to When the Water and the fat are in 
phase (aligned), and tWo or more other image data signals are 
acquired at different respective echo times. These other image 
data signals are then “normalized” by the corresponding in 
phase signal, Which occurs at: 

I _ i Equation 5 
n _ 

Where k is any integer, eg at a spin echo (kIO in this case). 
It is a safe assumption that Water and fat Will be in phase at 
knoWn speci?c times for most pulse sequences. For this in 
phase signal, Equation 4 can then be Written as: 

since the phase of Water and fat are equal, namely: 
4) W:¢F:q>. Normalization of the image data signals occurs by 
dividing Equation 1 by Equation 6(a), Which results in the 
folloWing: 

Where 

is the Water fraction and 

is the fat fraction, and 11S(tn) represents the normalized signal 
fraction acquired at tn. 

If the noise on the in-phase signal [Equation 6(a)] and the 
noise on the other acquired signal are both zero mean, then the 
noise on the normalized signal Will also be zero mean. There 
fore, subsequent estimates of Water and fat fractions from 
Equation 6(b) should also have zero mean noise. 

In Equation 6(b), it is not assumed that the phase of the 
Water fraction and the fat fraction are equal for purposes of 
estimation. Known variables include tn, Af, and k. Measured 
variables include the normalized signal fractions 11S(tn), 
acquired at times tn, and unknown variables to be estimated 
include {1 Wrr] Wei‘p'w, f1 Fez-‘9'11: and 1p. 

Speci?cally, estimates of Water and/or fat fraction can be 
made using a modi?cation of the IDEAL method. If three or 
more image data sets are acquired, estimates of the ?eld 
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6 
inhomogeneity map 11) can be made and the phase shifts 
created by the ?eld inhomogeneity map can be demodulated 
at each voxel to obtain: 

Note that f] Wand f] F are complex With independent phase. 
By obtaining image signal data corresponding to N different 
echo times, Where N is greater than or equal to tWo, Equation 
7 can be represented by a system of linear equations: 

H 5 :AH Equation 8 (a) 

Where 

HIM WJAlF] Equation 8(b) 

is a vector containing complex estimates of Water and fat 
fractions; and 

HSIITIVSUUTIVSUQ - - - TI'SUNH Equation 8(0) 

is an image signal vector for the n:l, . . . N data points (not 
including the in-phase data point); andA represents the coef 
?cient matrix, Which takes into account the phase shifts due to 
different echo times: 

1 eil?A?r Equation 8(d) 

The system of linear equations represented by Equation 8 
can be solved using a least squares estimate such as a pseudo 
inverse operation in order to obtain estimates for the fat frac 
tion and Water fraction as folloWs: 

H:(AHA)’1AHHS Equation 9 

Where the superscript “H” represents the Hermitian trans 
pose operator. In this manner, a complex fat fraction and a 
complex Water fraction are directly obtained. At this stage the 
magnitudes of the Water and fat fractions can be calculated. If 
the fat fraction is loW, for example, taking the magnitude of 
the fat fraction Will result in noise bias. HoWever, because the 
sum of the Water and fat fractions must be one, if the fat 
fraction is loW, then the Water fraction must be high and Will 
be free of noise bias. The same principle applies for a loW 
Water fraction With a corresponding high fat fraction. There 
fore, a magnitude discrimination method can be applied 
according to the folloWing steps: 

1. Qalculate the magnitudes of the Water and fat fractions, 
i.e., lnWland lrlpl; A A 

2. If In WI>I11FI, then set 11F:l—|11 WI; otherWise use the 
calculated value of I?FI as the estimate for the fat fraction, 
free of noise bias. 
The above described embodiment requires the acquisition 

of at least three image data sets including one at an echo time 
Where Water and fat are in-phase. From these three images, 
the ?eld inhomogeneity map is determined in the usual itera 
tive manner according to the IDEAL method. The other tWo 
signals are then normalized by the in-phase image. Then the 
effects of the ?eld map are demodulated from the normalized 
signals to produce Equation 7. Masking may be required for 
regions of very loW signal (i.e., outside the body). The exact 
choice of echo times may require an analysis similar to that 
reported by Pineda et al. for Water-fat separation. See Pineda 
A R, Reeder S B, Wen Z, Pelc N 1., “Cramer-Rao Bounds for 
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Three-point Decomposition of Water and Eat”, at Magnetic 
Resonance in Medicine (2005 September; 54(3):625-35). 

This method can be further simpli?ed by assuming that the 
phase of Water and fat fractions are equal in Equation 6(b), i.e. 
(1)11 W:q>np:q>, and realizing that the sum of the Water fraction 
and the fat fraction must equal one, i.e.: 

T] W+nfl Equation 10 

Thus Equation 6(b) can be Written as folloWs: 

The outer phase shifts can be determined by methods simi 
lar to those described by Ma and Xiang, and demodulated in 
order to obtain: 

If tWo or more other image data sets are acquired, a least 
squares solution can be obtained through linear ?tting of 
Equation 12 to determine an estimate for 11F. If only one other 
image is acquired in addition to the in-phase image, Equation 
12 simpli?es to a single equation: 

Equation 12 

_ 1 — USU”) Equation 13 

Note that if the second image data is acquired out-of-phase, 
i.e., at 

_ 2k + 1 Equation 14 

then Equation 13 becomes: 

2k + l ] Equation 15 

Thus Equation 15 provides an estimate of the fat fraction 
free from the effects of noise bias, using only tWo image 
acquisitions, one acquired in-phase and the other acquired 
out-of-phase. Note that this modi?cation Would require phase 
unWrapping methods similar to those described recently by 
Ma or using the methods of Xiang if the second image is not 
exactly out-of-phase. 

Another aspect of the invention is the calculation of the fat 
fraction using estimates of the numerator and/ or denominator 
Which have unbiased, Zero mean noise. With respect to the 
denominator, W+F, estimates can be obtained by one of three 
methods: (1) as above, acquire an image such that Water and 
fat are in-phase; (2) use the phase constrained approach to 
estimate Water and fat With the same constant phase in order 
to separately estimate W and E, which Will also have unbiased 
Zero-mean noise; (3) directly ?t the acquired image data to an 
estimate of (W+F). 

In one example, to calculate a Water and fat combination 
signal (W+F), Equation 4 can be rearranged as folloWs: 
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8 
The assumption can also be made that the phases of W and 

W+F are independent. Then, the above can be reWritten as: 

s(l,,):( Wei‘l’W-(l—ei2"Af’")+( W+F)eN’IP-el'hb‘f’”)-22ml”n Equation 18 

With the folloWing de?nitions: WWeiq’W and If’:(W+F)ei¢IP. 
Then a modi?ed IDEAL method can be used to provide 
estimates for W and IP, Wherein matrix A is represented by: 

(1 _ emnfq) emmm Equation 19 

In this manner, the estimates W and If’ are determined, and 
the magnitude of each can be calculated to obtain W and W+F. 
Assuming that the voxel has a reasonable signal level, W+F 
estimated this Way contains Zero mean noise. It is important to 
note that a similar least squares estimation can be performed 
to determine F and W+F (instead of W and W+F). Note that 
both Ways provide a noise free estimation of W+F. 

Further, Equation 4 can also be rewritten in a similar man 
ner as Equation 18 to determine WIWei‘PW and OP:(W—F) 
em)”, with an appropriate change in matrix A: 

1 (emrA?l _ 1) Equation 20 

In fact, it can be shoWn mathematically that the in-phase 
component IP:(W+F)ei¢IP and the out of phase component 
OP:(W—F)ei¢0P obtained With the described modi?ed IDEAL 
method are equivalent to: 

Wherein the complex components WIWei‘PW and EIFeiq’F 
are obtained using a conventional IDEAL method and solving 
Equation 1. 

Another aspect of the invention is another magnitude dis 
crimination method, similar to that describe above, Which is 
based on an assumption that for estimates of W and F signals, 
for all voxels in an image, the total signal from Water and fat 
is suf?ciently high that at least one of the W and F signals Will 
have unbiased Zero-mean noise. Thus, for each voxel, if the 
fat signal is greater than the Water signal, then the fat fraction 
is calculated according to Equation 2, While if the fat signal is 
not greater than the Water signal, then the fat fraction is 
preferably calculated by ?rst calculating the Water fraction, 
and then subtracting the Water fraction from one to obtain the 
fat fraction. 
The foregoing and other objects and advantages of the 

invention Will appear from the folloWing description. In the 
description, reference is made to the accompanying draWings 
Which form a part hereof, and in Which there is shoWn by Way 
of illustration a preferred embodiment of the invention. Such 
embodiment does not necessarily represent the full scope of 
the invention, hoWever, and reference is made therefore to the 
claims for interpreting the scope of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b) respectively illustrate loW signal in a 
complex image shoWing Gaussian, Zero mean noise, and loW 
signal in a magnitude image shoWing Rician, non-Zero biased 
noise; 
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FIG. 2 is a graph relating calculated fat fraction to actual fat 
fraction When using magnitude image data to calculate the fat 
fraction; 

FIG. 3 is a graph relating calculated fat fraction to actual fat 
fraction using a phase constrained IDEAL decomposition 
method; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an MRI system Which employs 
the present invention; and 

FIG. 5 is a preferred embodiment of a method for calcu 
lating a fat fraction free from noise bias. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring particularly to FIG. 4, the preferred embodiment 
of the invention is employed in an MRI system. The MRI 
system includes a Workstation 10 having a display 12 and a 
keyboard 14. The Workstation 10 includes a processor 16 
Which is a commercially available programmable machine 
running a commercially available operating system. The 
Workstation 10 provides the operator interface Which enables 
scan prescriptions to be entered into the MRI system. 
The Workstation 10 is coupled to four servers: a pulse 

sequence server 18; a data acquisition server 20; a data pro 
cessing server 22, and a data store server 23. In the preferred 
embodiment the data store server 23 is performed by the 
Workstation processor 16 and associated disc drive interface 
circuitry. The remaining three servers 18, 20 and 22 are per 
formed by separate processors mounted in a single enclosure 
and interconnected using a 64-bit backplane bus. The pulse 
sequence server 18 employs a commercially available micro 
processor and a commercially available quad communication 
controller. The data acquisition server 20 and data processing 
server 22 both employ the same commercially available 
microprocessor and the data processing server 22 further 
includes one or more array processors based on commercially 
available parallel vector processors. 

The Workstation 10 and each processor for the servers 18, 
20 and 22 are connected to a serial communications netWork. 
This serial netWork conveys data that is doWnloaded to the 
servers 18, 20 and 22 from the Workstation 10 and it conveys 
tag data that is communicated betWeen the servers and 
betWeen the Workstation and the servers. In addition, a high 
speed data link is provided betWeen the data processing server 
22 and the Workstation 10 in order to convey image data to the 
data store server 23. 

The pulse sequence server 18 functions in response to 
program elements doWnloaded from the Workstation 10 to 
operate a gradient system 24 and an RF system 26. Gradient 
Waveforms necessary to perform the prescribed scan are pro 
duced and applied to the gradient system 24 Which excites 
gradient coils in an assembly 28 to produce the magnetic ?eld 
gradients Gx, Gy and G2 used for position encoding NMR 
signals. The gradient coil assembly 28 forms part of a magnet 
assembly 30 Which includes a polarizing magnet 32 and a 
Whole-body RF coil 34. 
RF excitation Waveforms are applied to the RF coil 34 by 

the RF system 26 to perform the prescribed magnetic reso 
nance pulse sequence. Responsive NMR signals detected by 
the RF coil 34 are received by the RF system 26, ampli?ed, 
demodulated, ?ltered and digitiZed under direction of com 
mands produced by the pulse sequence server 18. The RF 
system 26 includes an RF transmitter for producing a Wide 
variety of RF pulses used in MR pulse sequences. The RF 
transmitter is responsive to the scan prescription and direction 
from the pulse sequence server 18 to produce RF pulses of the 
desired frequency, phase and pulse amplitude Waveform. The 
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10 
generated RF pulses may be applied to the Whole body RF 
coil 34 or to one or more local coils or coil arrays. 

The RF system 26 also includes one or more RF receiver 
channels. Each RF receiver channel includes an RF ampli?er 
that ampli?es the NMR signal received by the coil to Which it 
is connected and a quadrature detector Which detects and 
digitiZes the I and Q quadrature components of the received 
NMR signal. The magnitude of the received NMR signal may 
thus be determined at any sampled point by the square root of 
the sum of the squares of the I and Q components: 

Ale/Q. 
and the phase of the received NMR signal may also be deter 
mined: 

The pulse sequence server 18 also optionally receives 
patient data from a physiological acquisition controller 36. 
The controller 36 receives signals from a number of different 
sensors connected to the patient, such as ECG signals from 
electrodes or respiratory signals from a belloWs. Such signals 
are typically used by the pulse sequence server 18 to synchro 
niZe, or “gate”, the performance of the scan With the subject’ s 
respiration or heart beat. 

The pulse sequence server 18 also connects to a scan room 
interface circuit 38 Which receives signals from various sen 
sors associated With the condition of the patient and the mag 
net system. It is also through the scan room interface circuit 
38 that a patient positioning system 40 receives commands to 
move the patient to desired positions during the scan. 

It should be apparent that the pulse sequence server 18 
performs real-time control of MRI system elements during a 
scan. As a result, it is necessary that its hardWare elements be 
operated With program instructions that are executed in a 
timely manner by run-time programs. The description com 
ponents for a scan prescription are doWnloaded from the 
Workstation 10 in the form of objects. The pulse sequence 
server 18 contains programs Which receive these objects and 
converts them to objects that are employed by the run-time 
programs. 
The digitiZed NMR signal samples produced by the RF 

system 26 are received by the data acquisition server 20. The 
data acquisition server 20 operates in response to description 
components doWnloaded from the Workstation 10 to receive 
the real -time NMR data and provide buffer storage such that 
no data is lost by data overrun. In some scans the data acqui 
sition server 20 does little more than pass the acquired NMR 
data to the data processor server 22. HoWever, in scans Which 
require information derived from acquired NMR data to con 
trol the further performance of the scan, the data acquisition 
server 20 is programmed to produce such information and 
convey it to the pulse sequence server 18. For example, during 
prescans NMR data is acquired and used to calibrate the pulse 
sequence performed by the pulse sequence server 18. Also, 
navigator signals may be acquired during a scan and used to 
adjust RF or gradient system operating parameters or to con 
trol the vieW order in Which k-space is sampled. And, the data 
acquisition server 20 may be employed to process NMR 
signals used to detect the arrival of contrast agent in an MRA 
scan. In all these examples the data acquisition server 20 
acquires NMR data and processes it in real-time to produce 
information Which is used to control the scan. 
The data processing server 22 receives NMR data from the 

data acquisition server 20 and processes it in accordance With 
description components doWnloaded from the Workstation 
10. Such processing may include, for example: Fourier trans 
formation of raW k-space NMR data to produce tWo or three 
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dimensional images; the application of ?lters to a recon 
structed image; the performance of a backprojection image 
reconstruction of acquired NMR data; and the calculation of 
a fat fraction for one or more voxels of interest Which is 
corrected for noise bias. These functions are carried out by 
softWare executed by the data processing server 22. 

Images reconstructed by the data processing server 22 are 
conveyed back to the Workstation 10 Where they are stored. 
Real-time images are stored in a data base memory cache (not 
shoWn) from Which they may be output to operator display 12 
or a display 42 Which is located near the magnet assembly 30 
for use by attending physicians. Batch mode images or 
selected real time images are stored in a host database on disc 
storage 44. When such images have been reconstructed and 
transferred to storage, the data processing server 22 noti?es 
the data store server 23 on the Workstation 10. The Worksta 
tion 10 may be used by an operator to archive the images, 
produce ?lms, or send the images via a netWork to other 
facilities. 

The MRI system of FIG. 4 can perform many different 
pulse sequences to acquire NMR k-space data to produce 
images or, as also referred to herein, image data sets, Wherein 
each image data set includes a plurality of voxels With a 
corresponding image signal value at each voxel. The present 
invention relates to a method for determining a fat fraction for 
one or more voxels of interest in the images. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 5, a preferred embodiment of 
a method for determining a fat fraction corrected for noise 
bias is shoWn. 

At process block 200, tWo or more image data sets (images) 
are obtained using a MRI system such as the MRI system 
illustrated in FIG. 4. Each image data set corresponds to NMR 
k-space data Which is acquired using a pulse sequence having 
an individual associated echo time to (n:1, . . . , N), Where N 

is the number of image data sets obtained. Each image data set 
is an array of voxels, and has a corresponding image signal 
value at each voxel. 

At process block 204, a conventional IDEAL decomposi 
tion is performed to estimate a complex Water component 
WIWei‘I’W, and a complex fat component, EIFei‘I’F. The mag 

nitudes of these are then calculated to obtain IWI and Additionally, W+EIWei¢W+Fei¢F is also calculated, Which is 

an estimate of the in-phase signal free of noise bias and 
equivalent to the in-phase signal estimated from a modi?ed 
IDEAL decomposition, such as described With respect to 
Equations 16-19. The magnitude of this in-phase signal is 
calculated to obtain |W+E|. In another embodiment, at this 
process block, one could instead perform a phase constrained 
decomposition method as described above to directly obtain 
magnitude fat and Water components F and W. 

At process block 206, the magnitude of the fat is compared 
to the magnitude of the Water. If the magnitude of the fat is 
greater than the magnitude of the Water, then processing 
proceeds to process block 208. If the magnitude of the fat is 
not greater than the magnitude of the Water, then processing 
proceeds to step 210. 

At process block 208, a fat fraction is directly calculated 
using the magnitude fat calculated at process block 204 as the 
numerator and the |W+E| result calculated at process block 
204 as the denominator. Processing then proceeds to process 
block 212. 

At process block 210, a fat fraction is indirectly calculated. 
A Water fraction is calculated using the magnitude Water 
calculated at process block 204 as the numerator and the 
|W+E| result calculated at process block 204 as the denomi 
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12 
nator, Then the Water fraction is subtracted from one to obtain 
the fat fraction. Processing then proceeds to process block 
212. 
At process block 212, a determination is made Whether fat 

fractions for other voxels of interest should be calculated. If 
so, processing blocks 202-206, and 208 or 210 are repeated as 
necessary. 

In other embodiments, a phase constrained method as 
described above can be used to calculate a real fat component 
and a real Water component directly, and the fat fraction 
calculated directly from these components. A magnitude dis 
crimination method could also be combined With the phase 
constrained method such that a fat fraction is calculated indi 
rectly by calculating a Water fraction ?rst. 

Further, a signal normalization method as described above 
can be performed to directly calculate a fat fraction or a Water 
fraction. 

Also, process block 204 above can be modi?ed to also 
perform a modi?ed IDEAL decomposition for a voxel of 
interest to estimate a Water and fat combination component, 
i.e., an in-phase component denoted by (W+F)ei¢”’ using 
Equations 18 and 19 described above. The magnitude of the in 
phase component can then be calculated to provide |(W+F) 
ei‘l’lpl or (W+F), Which has unbiased noise, and this can be 
used as the denominator in process blocks 208 and 210. 

Various other combinations of the signal normalization 
method, phase constrained method, in-phase or out-of-phase 
calculations, and magnitude discrimination method are also 
possible. 
The present invention has been described in terms of one or 

more preferred embodiments, and it should be appreciated 
that many equivalents, alternatives, variations, and modi?ca 
tions, aside from those expressly stated, are possible and 
Within the scope of the invention. These methods have been 
described using IDEAL based estimation, hoWever, other 
chemical shift based methods can also be used. Further, these 
methods should be easily extended to methods that separate 
species other than Water and fat, as Well as more than tWo 
species. Thus, these embodiments do not necessarily repre 
sent the full scope of the invention, and reference is made to 
the claims for interpreting the scope of the invention. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for calculating a fat fraction for one or more 

voxels of interest using a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
system, the method comprising the steps of: 

a) acquiring an image data set With the MRI system at an 
echo time, Wherein the image data set includes a corre 
sponding image signal value at each of a plurality of 
voxels; 

b) acquiring an in-phase image data set With the MRI 
system at a different echo time When fat and Water are 
in-phase, Wherein the in-phase image data set includes 
image signal values at each of the plurality of voxels; 

c) forming a normaliZed image data set by dividing image 
signal values in the image data set acquired in step a) by 
corresponding image signal values in the in-phase image 
data set acquired in step b); and 

d) calculating, for each voxel of interest, at least one of a fat 
fraction and a Water fraction by solving a system of 
linear equations that relate a normaliZed signal value in 
the normaliZed image data set to the at least one of a fat 
fraction and a Water fraction. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1 in Which step c) 
includes correcting the normaliZed image data set for ?eld 
inhomogeneities. 
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3. The method as recited in claim 1 in Which step a) 
includes acquiring the image data set at an echo time at Which 
Water and fat are out-of-phase. 

4. The method as recited in claim in Which step a) includes 
acquiring a plurality of image data sets at a respective plural 
ity of different echo times. 

5. The method as recited in claim 4 in Which step c) 
includes forming a normalized data set for each of the plural 
ity of image data sets acquired in step a) by dividing each 
image signal Value in each of the plurality of image data sets 
acquired in step a) by corresponding image signal Values in 
the in-phase image data set acquired in step b). 

6. The method as recited in claim 1 in Which step d) 
includes calculating a Water fraction for each Voxel of interest 
and further includes calculating a fat fraction by subtracting 
the calculated Water fraction from one. 

* * * * * 
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